History
Art
Design Technology
Design a purposeful, functional and appealing products for
himself/herself and other users based on a design criteria.
Generate develop, model and communicate his/her ideas
through talking drawing templates mock ups and where
appropriate I.T.
Choose appropriate tools equipment techniques and materials
from a wide range.

Can research about a famous event that happens in
Britain and why it’s been happening for some time.
Research the life of someone who used to live in the
local area using the internet and other sources to find
out about them. Suggestion- Admiral Robert FitzRoy
(first weather forecaster).

Year 2
Term 2
Cloudy with a chance of
meatballs

Science
Investigations
Ask simple questions and recognise that they can be answered in
different ways.
Use simple equipment to observe.
Perform simple tests.
Identify and classify.
Use his/her observations and ideas to suggest answers to
questions.
Gather and record data to help in answering questions.

Maths

English
Core text: Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs by Judi
Barrett
Writing objectives:
Write about real events, recording these simply and
clearly.
Write for different purposes to develop positive
attitudes and stamina for writing.
Consider what he/she is going to write before beginning
by writing down ideas and/or key words, including new
vocabulary.
Make simple additions, revisions and corrections to
his/her own writing by evaluating their writing with the
teacher and other pupils.
Spelling objectives:
Spell many common exception words.
Add suffixes to spell some longer words correctly
including –ment, -ness, -ful, -less, -ly.
Vocabulary, grammar and punctuation:
Use commas to separate items in a list.
Use question marks and exclamation marks
appropriately.
Understand the following terminology: suffix, comma,
question, exclamation and command.

Geography

RE/ PSHE A Local Church
What happens in a Christian place of worship?
How does a place of worship help Christians remember
their beliefs about Jesus?
How do Christians try to follow Jesus’ example?
Know that Sunday is a holy day and why
What does the church do for different celebrations?
Church Buildings:
Different types of Christian buildings as places that where
Christians worship together, read the Bible, sing and pray
What the church leaders role are eg. Priests, ministers,
elders etc.
What are some key objects and symbols found in various
types of Christian churches
Important ceremonies that take place in a church:
Baptism, weddings, funerals, harvest.

ICT
To know what an algorithm is.
Use algorithms to control devices or objects on screen.
Write a programme using instructions and know that this
is coding.
Solve problems with instructions on and off screen.
Predict the behaviour of simple programmes of code.
.

White Rose- Measurement – Money
Recognise and use symbols for pounds (£) and pence
(p); combine amounts to make a particular value.
Find different combinations of coins that equal the same
amounts of money.
Solve simple problems in a practical context involving
addition and subtraction of money of the same unit,
including giving change.
White Rose- Number – Multiplication and Division
Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2,
5 and 10 times tables, including recognising odd and
even numbers.
Calculate mathematical statements for multiplication
and division within the multiplication tables and write
them using the multiplication (x), division (÷) and equals
(=) sign.
Solve problems involving, multiplication and division,
using materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental
methods and multiplication and division facts, including
problems in contexts.
Show that the multiplication of two numbers can be
done in any order (commutative) and division of one
number by another cannot.

